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Course Overview 
The AP Research course follows AP Seminar as the second year of the AP Capstone program. 
AP Research builds on the academic skills students developed in AP Seminar by instructing 
students in research methodology to engage in an inquiry-based project within an area of 
personal interest and their chosen discipline to develop a new understanding. Students will 
conduct their own individual research and effectively communicate their findings in writing and 
through a presentation and oral defense. 
 

Course Textbooks and/or Resources 
● College Board materials 

○  AP Research Course and Exam Description 
○ 2016 AP Research Student Workbook 

● District AP Research Student Handbook (adapted from MNWSHS) 
● Booth, Wayne C. et al. The Craft of Research. 3rd ed. Chicago: The University of 

Chicago Press, 2008.  
● Leedy, Paul D., and Jeanne Ellis Ormrod. Practical Research: Planning and Design, 

10th ed. Boston: Pearson, 2013. Print. 
● Palmquist, Mike. The Bedford Researcher: An Integrated Text - with 2016 MLA update. 

Boston:Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2016. 
● Research databases: EBSCO, JStor, Gale Group, ProQuest 
● The Owl at Purdue 
● Creswell, J. W. Research design: Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods 

approaches. Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications. 

Student Expectations  
The AP Research course requires students to complete a written paper and presentation/oral 
defense. All students must submit all required project components to the College Board. There 
is a fee associated with the College Board submission. Financial assistance may be provided by 
the campus on an individual basis. Failure to complete the submission process will result in 
failure of the course.  
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Honor Policy 
We are a scholarly community devoted to learning and the creation of knowledge. We – the 
scholarly community, including the faculty and students – view integrity as the basis for 
intellectual discovery, artistic creation, independent scholarship, and meaningful collaboration. 
We thus hold honesty – in the representation of our work and in our interactions with teachers, 
advisers, peers, and students – as the foundation of our community. 
 
Sanctions: A zero grade of zero on the examination, project, paper, etc., with no opportunity to 
re-test or replace that grade. The notation “assigned for academic dishonesty” will be placed in 
the gradebook. Written notification of the violation and the consequence will be provided to the 
administration, counseling staff, and sponsors of any extracurricular activity, including but not 
limited to NHS.  
 
The student may also be subject to additional disciplinary action. 
 

AP Capstone Policy on Plagiarism and 
Falsification or Fabrication of Information  
A student who fails to acknowledge the source or author of any and all information or evidence 
taken from the work of someone else through citation, attribution or reference in the body of the 
work, or through a bibliographic entry, will receive a score of 0 on that particular component of 
the AP Seminar and/or AP Research Performance Task. In AP Seminar, a team of students that 
fails to properly acknowledge sources or authors on the Team Multimedia Presentation will 
receive a group score of 0 for that component of the Team Project and Presentation.  
 
A student who incorporates falsified or fabricated information (e.g. evidence, data, sources, 
and/or authors) will receive a score of 0 on that particular component of the AP Seminar and/or 
AP Research Performance Task. In AP Seminar, a team of students that incorporates falsified 
or fabricated information in the Team Multimedia Presentation will receive a group score of 0 for 
that component of the Team Project and Presentation. [CR2b] 
 
Students and parents must acknowledge, sign, and submit the AP Capstone Policy on 
Plagiarism and Falsification or Fabrication of Information (Appendix 2). 
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Grading Policy [CR4b]  
70% major assessments  

● PReP checks 
● WIP presentations 
● Peer reviews  

30% minor assignments   
● Annotated bibliography and sources 
● PReP activities 

 
No single grade will be more than 20% of the 
overall average. 
 
Midterm (literature review) will be 10% of the 
semester grade. 

Late and Make-up Work  
Major grades 

● Late work for major grades will 
be no higher than 70. 

● Make-up work will follow 
district policy other than 
College Board deadlines. 

Minor grades 
● Minor grades are pass or fail. 
● Late work will not be accepted. 
● Make-up work will follow 

district policy. 
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Curriculum Units 

UNIT 1 (Weeks 1–9)  
In the first 9 weeks or Unit 1, students will “bridge” the skills from AP Seminar course with the 
AP Research course. Students will frequently revisit the QUEST design  while reading, 
evaluating and analyzing sample research papers in order to better understand and establish 
their own product for the course. [CR1b] 
 
By the the end of Unit 1 students will understand the importance of deadlines, the AP Research 
rubrics, can situate their research, develop research questions, and will give a WIP speech for 
their research topics with peer reviews. Students will track progress using a PReP binder.  

Activities and Assessments: 
1. Introducing the course [CR1a] 

a. Students will bridge the skills and knowledge from AP Seminar to AP Research 
using graphic organizers such as Venn diagrams and group discussion. 

b. Students will understand the roles of the students, teacher and expert on their 
QUEST, using “Teacher Expert Advisers Dos and Don’ts” as guidelines. (WHB 
34-36, CED 50-52).[CR1b] 

c. Students will practice using rubrics to peer and self-review works throughout the 
QUEST and PReP. [CR1e] [CR1f] 

Assessments:  
Students will be assessed through graphic organizer for bridge, role play scenarios for 
teacher experts, and use sample papers and rubrics to understand QUEST. 

 
2. Introducing the Process and Reflection Portfolio (PReP) binder [CR4a] [CR4b] 

a. Students will set up a PReP binder to organize work throughout the QUEST. 
b. Students will use the Reflection Log to track weekly progress.(District 30 / GC) 

Assessments:  
Students will demonstrate productivity and individual progress through PReP binder checks 
and Reflection Logs on Google docs. 

 
3. Situating the Topic [CR1a] 

a. Students perform “Disney Dialogue” (WHB 57) to understand the roles and 
discuss the thought process of developing a research question.  

b. Student groups will develop an understanding for defining and locating “a gap” in 
research, using breakout discussions of an excerpt from the Bedford Researcher 
(29-36). (GC) [CR1g]  
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c. Students will be introduced to methods via tables in order to better situate 
potential research topic. [CR3] 

d. Students will use the CAPPS graphic organizer to evaluate perspective and 
bias(es) of sources. 

Assessments:  
Students will use the “Problem Statement” from WHB to investigate research questions: 
Working independently and in groups they will evaluate, critique, and revise their research 
questions and those of peers / model texts. [CR1a] [CR1g] 
Students will use CAPPS to investigate the situation and gaps of sources.  
Students will complete a rough draft of their inquiry proposal (first four questions of Inquiry 
Proposal. 

 
4. Sources [CR1d] 

a. Students will practice using SMARTER searches for sources and constructing 
annotated bibliographies for each source. (SWB 24-26, 38-43 / GC) 

b. Sources (ex: interviews, text samples) are evaluated using the PAARC (Purpose, 
Authority, Accuracy, Relevance, Currency) credibility test. [CR1b] 

c. Students will use rubrics to peer review annotated bibliographies. (SWB 32-37 / 
GC) 

d. Students will determine citation style when creating a bibliography for each 
source. (GC/ Bedford) 

Assessments:  
Students will select two or more papers with similar topic and summarize or compare 
perspectives as it relates to the chosen topic.  
Students will submit proper annotations, citations specific with style, peer reviews of 
annotated bibliographies using rubrics.  
By the end of the unit, students should aim to have 15-20 annotated sources related to the 
chosen topic. [CR1c] 

 
5. Presentations  [CR1g] 

a. Students will give a first “elevator” speech of the introduction. 
b. Presentations will include the first four pages of the literature review and may 

include methods specific to chosen topic. 

Assessments:  
Students will perform 3-5 minute “elevator” (WIP) speeches to be reviewed by peers using the 
POD rubric.  
Research questions, gaps, ideas, literature review and possible methods will be reviewed, 
critiqued and discussed in Socratic seminars. 
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6. Plagiarism [CR2b] 
a. Students will review the AP Capstone Policy on Plagiarism and Falsification or 

Fabrication of Information. 
b. Students will evaluate samples of sloppy scholarship vs. plagiarism. (MN slide) 

Assessments:  
Students will take a quiz to demonstrate the ability to distinguish between sloppy scholarship 
and plagiarism. 
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UNIT 2 (Weeks 10–18)  
In the second 9 weeks or Unit 2, students are re-introduced to discipline specific research 
methods and citation rules. Students decide on a method or mixed-method as part of the 
QUEST. Students must evaluate and implement the ethical research practices associated with 
the chosen method. Sources are mined for relevant information in parallel with the refinement of 
the research topic and question. Students will contact expert advisors and hold frequent 
conferences with peers and advisors. Inquiry proposals and relevant research forms should be 
submitted for peer review, approval, and work in progress (WIP) and reflection log reports are 
regularly submitted with PReP binder review [CR2a] [CR2b]   
 
Students will have submitted the final inquiry proposal by November 2 for approval. A midterm 
at the end of the unit / semester will be a completed 2400 word literature review.  

Activities and Assessments:  
1. Methodology and Limitations [CR1a] [CR1b] [CR2a] [CR2b]  

a. Students will use Lesson 9: Aligning the Inquiry Approach, Design, and Method 
to propose a viable method to use. (SWB) Review discipline-specific styles with 
students once a method has been chosen. 

b. Students will use Lesson 10: Choosing and Defending an Inquiry Method to 
determine when studies should be quantitative, qualitative, or mixed. (SWB) 

c. Students must analyze chosen methods for its limitations. {SWB 114-116 / GC) 
d. Students will evaluate the chosen method for ethical practices and determine 

which forms are necessary for IRB submission. Students with research methods 
involving human participants, chemicals, and any associated risks may set up an 
account through the school’s Scienteer account to determine necessary forms to 
submit to the IRB. Review CB Plagiarism policy. [CR2a] 

e. Students will contact expert advisors and set up regular meeting times, using the 
PReP binder to log contact with advisors. [CR1e] 

f. Students will use Lesson 14: Moving from Literature Review to Own Research to 
ensure that the sources and the research methods “talk to each other” 

Assessments:  
Students will conduct an alignment check. (WHB 144). 
Students will submit reflection logs and WIP every three block days with weekly PReP binder 
checks. 
Students will submit the final draft of the research method as part of the final inquiry proposal. 

 
2. Inquiry proposal [CR1a] [CR3] [CR4b] 

a. Students will examine and evaluate sample inquiry proposal forms using rubrics 
(PISD 17, SWB 157-160) 
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b. Students will submit drafts in stages and peer review drafts of the inquiry 
proposal in stages for peer review and teacher feedback.(SWB 161-162) 

c. One to one teacher conference to discuss proposal. 

Assessments:  
Students will submit a final copy of the inquiry proposal with the goal of completion by 
November 2nd. 
Students will submit a peer review of a final inquiry proposal. 
Students will orally present the final inquiry proposal (maximum of 5 minutes) in length. 

 
3. Revise literature review and method/approach to ensure connectivity between review 

and one’s own research (on-going). [CR1a] [CR1d] [CR1g] [CR1e] [CR3] [CR5] 
a. Students will use the rubric to provide accurate feedback on low scoring paper 

models. This may be completed in whole group, small group or individually.  
b. Students will create Poster Presentations and will revise as needed to 

demonstrate connectivity. 
c. Students may conduct gallery walks to give feedback on all parts of the research 

process. 
d. Students will hold Socratic seminars in an on-going process of practicing QUEST 

skills.[CR1g] 

Assessments:  
Students will continue creating and refining their annotated bibliography of 16-20 sources.  
A 1200 word literature review and a 2400 word literature review will be peer reviewed. [CR1d] 
[CR1g] 

 
4. Early stages of Research: Students with approved inquiry proposal forms may begin the data 
collection process. 

PReP assessment:  
● Expert form and log 
● IRB with approval 
● Reflection logs 
● Self assessments with rubrics 
● 1200 words introduction and  literature review (by November 6) 
● 2400 words introduction and literature review (midterm) 
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UNIT 3 (Weeks 19–27)  
In the 3rd nine weeks or Unit 3, students will focus on completing the final product, including the 
writing and revising of the research paper as well as planning and practicing for the presentation 
and oral defense.[CR3] Students will work independently with many opportunities for guidance 
from the instructor and expert advisor as well as feedback from peer review sessions. Emphasis 
will be on the effective communication of information gathered and results of student research.  

Activities and Assessments:  
1. Completion of Data Collection and Analysis (CR3), (CR4a), (CR4b) 

a. Students will continue use of Reflection Log to track progress.  
b. Students will review model papers looking specifically at the Results and 

Conclusions while scoring them with the Research Paper Rubric. 
c. Students will write draft of Results and Conclusions sections of paper and add to 

rough draft (4,400 words) 
d. Students will peer review drafts using the rubric and conduct WIP speeches with 

the instructor 

Assessments:  
Reflection Logs every third block.  
Conference with instructor to present data and analysis methods.  
Draft of Results and Conclusions sections of Paper. 
Peer review of Drafts. 

 
2. Practice Presentations (CR5) 

a. Students will view sample oral defense videos and practice scoring them with the 
POD rubric 

b. Students will give Presentations of research through Methods to class and will be 
evaluated through peer review using the POD rubric 

c. Students will use updated Research Plan Posters to deliver “Elevator Speech” 

Assessments: Students will use the POD to practice evaluating example videos.  
Students will complete peer reviews using POD rubrics. 
  
 

 
3. Complete Paper (CR3), CR1g), (CR4b) 

a. Students will self-check their research before participating in a final peer review 
of completed papers 

b. Submit to Turnitin.com 
c. Students will revise and turn in the the final paper 

Assessments: Completed Draft of Paper 4,000-5,000 words (March 1st) 
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Peer review feedback and rubric 
FINAL paper (March 15th) 

 
4. Self-evaluation and Letter to Judges 

Assessments:  
Students will complete the self-evaluation form  
Students will write a letter to the judges  

 

On-Going Assessments: PReP checks and Reflection Logs 
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UNIT 4 (Weeks 28–36)  
In the fourth 9 weeks or Unit 4, students will focus on practicing and peer reviewing for the final 
presentation (CR5). After final presentations are completed and all final products are submitted 
to College Board, students will reflect on their overall experience in the AP Research course, 
prepare a preview presentation to share with AP Seminar students, and write thank you letters 
to all community members involved in their AP Research QUEST journey.  
 

 Activities and Assessments: 
1. Presentation Drafting and Practice (CR5) 

a. Students will produce bound research product that includes, abstract, forms, 
letter to judges, self-evaluation.  

b. Students will revisit the Dimensions of Disciplinary Understanding and use a 
rubric to self-evaluate and peer-evaluate the form, knowledge, methods, and 
application of the final written product. (CR1f) 

c. Students will practice their PODs and will complete peer reviews. 
d. Students may review model PODs and begin multimedia presentation creation. 
e. After receiving feedback from peers, students will revise presentations. 
f. Students will conference regularly with teacher to ensure progress towards 

completion.  

Assessments:  
Peer Review of Presentation using POD Rubric 

 
2. Final Presentation and College Board Submission (CR5) 

a. Students will complete the Presentation and Oral Defense in front of the judges 
panel for official scoring. 

b. Students will submit final project to College Board Digital Portfolio for scoring.  

Assessments:  
FINAL Presentation (April 1st) 
College Board Submission (April 15th) 

3. Closing Activities 
a. Students will self-evaluate their presentation, using the logs in the PReP binder 

to reflect on their research findings in the bigger context of the field and the 
identified gap and their growth as a scholar in their QUEST. (CR1f) 

b. Students will write Thank You letters to judges panel, Expert Mentor, and any 
other community members that participated in their QUEST 

c. Students will present their QUEST journey and tips from self-reflection for 
success to AP Seminar students.  
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d. Students will complete a final Reflection over their completed QUEST and make 
clear their contribution to their chosen area of inquiry. (CR1f)  

Assessments: 
Thank You Letters  
Seminar Presentations to future AP Researchers 
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Appendix A: Curricular Requirements 
CR1a Students develop and apply discrete skills identified in the learning objectives within 

the Big Idea 1: Question and Explore. 
● See pages 5, 6, 8, 9  

CR1b Students develop and apply discrete skills identified in the learning objectives within 
the Big Idea 2: Understand and Analyze. 

● See page 5, 6, 8  

CR1c Students develop and apply discrete skills identified in the learning objectives within 
the Big Idea 3: Evaluate Multiple Perspectives. 

● See page 6 

CR1d Students develop and apply discrete skills identified in the learning objectives within 
the Big Idea 4: Synthesize Ideas. 

● See page 6,9 

CR1e Students develop and apply collaboration skills identified in the learning objectives 
within the Big Idea 5: Team, Transform, and Transmit. 

● See pages 5, 6, 9 

CR1f Students develop and apply reflection skills identified in the learning objectives 
within the Big Idea 5: Team, Transform, and Transmit. 

● See page 5 

CR1g Students develop and apply written and oral communication skills identified in the 
learning objectives within the Big Idea 5: Team, Transform, and Transmit. 

● See pages 5, 6, 9, 10  

CR2a Students develop an understanding of ethical research practices. 
● See pages 7, 8 

CR2b Students develop an understanding of the AP Capstone TM Policy on Plagiarism 
and Falsification or Fabrication of Information. 

●  See page 8 

CR3 In the classroom and independently (while possibly consulting any expert advisors), 
students learn and 
 
employ research and inquiry methods to develop, manage, and conduct an in-depth 
investigation of an area of personal interest, culminating in an academic paper of 
4,000-5,000 words that includes the following elements: 
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● Introduction 
● Method, Process, or Approach 
● Results, Product, or Findings 
● Discussion, Analysis, and/or Evaluation 
● Conclusion and Future Directions 
● Bibliography 

○ See pages 8,9,10 

CR4a Students document their inquiry processes, communicate with their teachers and 
any expert advisors, and reflect on their thought processes. 

● See pages 5,8,10 

CR4b Students have regular work-in-progress interviews with their teachers to review 
their progress and to receive feedback on their scholarly work as evidenced by the 
PREP. 

● See page 5,10 

CR5 Students develop and deliver a presentation (using an appropriate medium) and an 
oral defense to a panel on their research processes, method, and findings. 

● See page 9,10,12 
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Appendix 2: Plagiarism Policy Acknowledgement 
 

 
 
 
_________________________ _________________________ ___/___/___ 
Print Student name Student signature Date 
 
 
 
_________________________ _________________________ ___/___/___ 
Print Parent/Guardian name Parent/Guardian signature Date 
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